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The Way to Pay Off Your Credit Cards Faster Without Spending One Extra Dollar 

Each Month! 

People are in debt in epic proportions in today's society, and now in rough 

economic times, it is a good idea to remove all debt from your household. But you 

need to want to do this. We at Creative Wealth & Entertainment are in the 

business of motivating people to get more financially sound. We mentor in many 

subjects, Real Estate, Stocks, Crypto-Currency, NFTs, Debt Pay-off, Precious 

Metals, and even the Entertainment field. But now, back to your credit cards. 

There is a way to dissolve all your credit cards without increasing your monthly 

payout. 

First, quit charging on credit. Be done with it. Being a cash payer is far better. 

Make a list of all your cards. Choose the lowest balance, which means the one to 

disappear the fastest. Pay it monthly until it is paid off. Now, the money you were 

paying on that paid card gets paid to the next card which has the lowest balance 

now, in addition to its normal payment. You are attacking each card one at a time, 

always choosing the lowest balance, and now you focus on that next card. This 

card is now receiving the amount of the 2 payments combined. It will pay down 

quick because you are paying its normal payment "and" the payment from the 

first paid off card to reduce it fast. When it is paid, you now have 2 freed up 

payments that you can pay to the 3rd card in line, again, the lowest balance now. 

With this method, you have not increased your monthly payout since you started 

this method. But if you want to, you can add extra money and even accelerate 



this method further. Each card in line gets paid off quicker because each card in 

line gets more multiple payments of cash added to the payment, and that cash is 

coming from the old paid off cards. This starts to be more exponential now. If you 

started with 8 credit cards, the final and 8th card will be paid off with the amount 

of 8 different payments, in record time. Most people's credit cards will stay open 

for 35 to 40 years, because the creditors have designed it that way. It is a bondage 

of slavery to debt. But this method we laid out here will cut the 35 to 40 years 

down to 3-4 years, all done, gone, out of debt. This is not a unique method, many 

firms and people use it, but it is creative. You are harnessing a creative idea to 

turn the tables on the banks who love to enslave people for profit way too long. 

You can start this this month without adding any money to your budget, but 

rather just clever maneuvering. 

We have much free advice flowing at our online private website, and you can 

come in for free of charge and get many such ideas as the one above on many 

subjects. Our free system will be life changing to your bottom line and your net 

worth. There is no catch whatsoever. We don't mind helping people and giving 

them value and a pre-taste of what we are offering.  

Over at our website archive, we have other journal letters like this one and on 

other subjects to. Subscribe today for free to see more! 

Watch for my next issue of Creative Wealth Investment Journal for more 

methods I found helpful. 

More next time, 

Greg Nichols 
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